Characterization of risk factor differences in perimesencephalic subarachnoid hemorrhage.
The non-aneurysmal perimesencephalic subarachnoid hemorrhage (p-SAH) has a favorable outcome. Our objective was to provide a reason for that assessing the association of putative risk factors with this different type of hemorrhage in comparison to the aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (a-SAH). We selected 185 consecutive cases of subarachnoid hemorrhage between September 1994 and August 1998 in a hospital-based case-control study and investigated the influence of hypertension, body weight, smoking and the three interacting blood factors hematocrit, fibrinogen and leukocrit. 1) Risk factors for SAH: For the entire study group an association of hypertension with the incidence of SAH was found both in the univariate analysis of this variable alone (P=0.001) and in the multivariate logistic regression (P=0.0001), aside from the risk factors smoking (P=0.0047) and hematocrit (P=0.0001). As to the risk of hypertensive subjects to experience SAH for different reasons, the logistic regression yielded an odds ratio (OR) of 3.54 [CI (95 %): 2.21-5.56]. 2) Risk factors for p-SAH: Patients with p-SAH differ in their risk profile from typical aneurysmal SAH cases with respect to their blood pressure status (P=0.019) and the investigated hemorheological parameters. A different association between possible risk factors and the two types of subarachnoid hemorrhages was ascertained. In general there seem to be fewer putative risk factors in the perimesencephalic SAH cases compared to the typical aneurysmal hemorrhages.